WE ARE CHANGING THE
POLITICAL LANDSCAPE
OF RURAL AMERICA.
2021 IMPACT REPORT

The big challenges facing our country can
only be met by a progressive movement
that transcends the key divides holding us
back — racial, economic, and geographic.

Our two funds — the 501(c)(3) Heartland
Fund and 501(c)(4) Rural Victory Fund
— are the first funding collaboratives
building progressive power across
racially diverse communities in rural
areas and small cities.

INVEST IN A WINNING RURAL NETWORK

TIER 1
TIER 2

Our donors helped us grant $10.2
MILLION to groups in places
where rural action will define
policy and electoral outcomes,
and we advised an ADDITIONAL
$3 MILLION IN TIMELY, ALIGNED
INVESTMENTS.
We granted to 112 organizations
across 23 states, with a deep
investment in ALASKA,
ARIZONA, GEORGIA, MICHIGAN,
NORTH CAROLINA, OHIO,
PENNSYLVANIA, TEXAS, AND
WISCONSIN.

GRANTEE HIGHLIGHTS
FUNDED

LAUNCHED
RURAL TEXAS
STRATEGY

1M

and invested and aligned
$700,000 in transformative
grassroots organizing and rural
communications

TO INDIGENOUS
ORGANIZING
and civic engagement in places
like AK, WI, MI, MN, MT, and UT

SECURED HISTORIC FUNDING
for rural broadband by
supporting organizations across
the country advocating for local,
state, and national solutions

INCREASED
FUNDING IN
KEY STATES

WON POLICY CHANGES THAT
SUPPORT SMALL BUSINESSES,
FAMILY FARMS, AND
COMMUNITY CONTROL over
local land use while curtailing the
power of monopolies

like Ohio, Alaska, and
North Carolina

BROADENED
SUPPORT
through deep canvass
programs, the most effective
method for persuasion
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41%
2

HELPED FEDERAL PROGRAMS
MAKE A LOCAL IMPACT
with new infrastructure,
economic development, and
public health programs

of grant funds supported groups
led by or primarily focused in Black,
Indigenous, Latino, Asian American,
and immigrant communities.

SUPPORTED MESSAGING
RESEARCH AND THE
DEVELOPMENT of highly
effective responses to the
current right-wing wedge issues
SUCCESSFULLY ORGANIZED
WORKERS at some of the
biggest employers in rural areas:
Amazon, Walmart, Target, and
restaurants

Over 60 major
donors and over
400 total donors
funded RDI to build powerful,
permanent political
infrastructure in small
towns, small cities, and rural
communities

WON MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS
Rural progressives picked up seats in places like Georgia,
Pennsylvania, Michigan, Montana, West Virginia, and Alaska
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1. Down Home North Carolina 2. Yellowstone Bend Citizens Council, an affiliate of Northern Plains
Resource Council, launched new solar projects in Montana 3. New Georgia Project registering voters

WHAT HAVE
WE LEARNED?

This year, we need to significantly expand
support for rural organizing, strategic
communications, local leadership, and
combating disinformation.

RURAL MARGINS MATTER

WE CAN WIN IN RURAL

The 26 smallest states by population are largely

Rural voters are persuadable. They are among

rural — they have only 18% of the population but

the swingiest demographic or geographic voter

52% of the Senate voting power. And residents

segment, shifting 8% in both directions over the

in small cities, towns, and rural areas determine

past 10 years. Opinion research has shown they

electoral outcomes in swing states such as

support progressive policies yet do not trust

Michigan, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania,

progressive politicians. Twenty-four percent of

Virginia, and Wisconsin.

rural residents are people of color, and these
communities are in many cases leading the
charge for solutions that make a difference in
people’s daily lives. We need to fund year-round

WE NEED PROGRESSIVE
MESSAGING THAT WORKS ACROSS
GEOGRAPHY AND RACE

organizations with local leaders who represent
their interests.

What happens in D.C. and the major media narratives
about national politics directly impact rural
organizing. And the rural-national connection works

WE KNOW WHAT WORKS

in both directions: strong local campaigns boost state

Our grantees have led statewide victories in Georgia

and national outcomes. We need national progressive

and Arizona, local victories in Western Pennsylvania

movements that unite across rural-urban divides to

and Northern Michigan, and federal policy victories.

advocate for policies that support working families,

The winning formula includes year-round base-

small businesses, and family farmers. Progressive

building in rural communities, consistent messages

messaging must clearly demonstrate how these

that connect to rural values, local voices, and strong

policies benefit people in rural communities.

candidates who people trust.
Photo: Rural Utah Project

WHAT’S NEXT?
OUR TOP PRIORITIES IN 2022

1

ADVANCE POLICIES THAT MAKE A
DIFFERENCE FOR RURAL PEOPLE

Last year, the RDI network helped pass many of the priorities
outlined in our Rural Policy Action Report, including programs
for public health, economic recovery, and protections for working
families. In 2022, we want rural communities to see the impacts of
these policies in their daily lives. Our grantees are working with local
officials to put American Rescue Plan and infrastructure funds to
work — expanding rural broadband and affordable housing, and
helping small business owners rebuild from the pandemic. And we
are launching the Rural Climate Initiative to help direct new climate
funds for rural economic development, new clean energy projects,
and regenerative agriculture and forestry.
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ROLL OUT POWERFUL NARRATIVES
THAT ENGAGE WORKING PEOPLE

Last year, RDI led a groundbreaking research and messaging project
that reimagined a jobs-focused economic narrative that resonates
with working people across the urban-rural continuum. In 2022,
we will roll out the Winning Jobs Narrative toolkit and help dozens
of field and communications partners use this narrative in their
campaigns. We will continue to fund and promote other effective
rural narratives such as the Race Class Narrative, and messaging
guidance from RuralOrganizing.org, GALvanize, and others.
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INVEST IN A POWERFUL
RURAL NETWORK

With everything at stake this year, we are increasing our
grantmaking while carefully targeting our investments in places
where rural action will define policy and electoral outcomes.
We are establishing an advisory committee of top rural thought
leaders and digging deep into state-by-state plans. We will
regularly convene select grantees to share what’s working
and innovations, as well as match groups in our network with
technology platforms, research, and other resources to enhance
their success.
Photos: Top: Faith in Indiana, Middle: Main Street Alliance, Bottom: 1000 Women Strong

INITIATIVES
WINNING JOBS
Responding to what we heard from the field, we partnered with the New
Economy Fund and other groups to launch the Winning Jobs Narrative.
Working with top narrative practitioners and advocates, we’re creating a
compelling progressive economic narrative and a blueprint for successful
messaging about jobs and work. In early 2022, we’ll be rolling out a toolkit
and sample content, and will work with groups to implement effective and
persuasive communications that build support with working people for
progressive policies and leaders.

RURAL CLIMATE
Recognizing the huge opportunity for small city
and rural communities created by new federal
funding, we launched the Rural Climate Initiative
to provide policy and communications support for
climate-friendly local economic development, new
clean energy projects, regenerative agriculture
and forestry, and cleaner, more representative
rural electric cooperatives. We will elevate the
voices of local leaders, counter misinformation,
and show how a commitment to climate mitigation
and adaptation will create good jobs accessible to
working families in rural communities.

RURAL POLICY
In 2021, we convened rural advocates from across the country to create The Rural
Policy Action Report. Identifying the top rural policy priorities for the year, the

2021 RURAL POLICY ACTION REPORT

report was widely publicized and was shared directly with policymakers and key
decision makers in the Biden administration.
Many of the recommendations were adopted and have made a significant impact
in people’s lives. The American Rescue Plan and Infrastructure Investment and Jobs
Act funded key programs for public health, economic recovery, and job growth. The
Executive Order on Promoting Competition in the American Economy calls for new
and better rules to lower prescription drug prices, increase wages, expand internet
access, and establish the “right to repair” which empowers people to fix their
equipment and property without going to an authorized agent. In 2022, we will add
a deeply researched resource guide for state-based policymakers and advocates.

A CALL TO
ACTION FOR THE
PROGRESSIVE
MOVEMENT
1

GRANTEE SPOTLIGHT:
Rural Arizona Engagement

GRANTEE SPOTLIGHT:
New Rural Project

SUPPORTING YOUNG LEADERS TO
BUILD CIVIC POWER

ADDRESSING RURAL NEEDS TO FOSTER
TRUSTING RELATIONSHIPS

“If you can’t share power, you can’t build power.” That’s

In 2020, Cynthia Wallace and Helen Probst Mills ran for

the Rural Arizona Engagement (RAZE) approach to

office in rural North Carolina. They saw that large numbers

building social movements. At RAZE, young people

of people in rural communities simply didn’t vote. People

identify the issues they want to work on, become their

of color represent 38% of registered voters in the seven

own subject matter experts, and create solutions.

key counties that made up Wallace’s and Mills’ districts,

Their RAZE Leaders program offers valuable job

but since 55,000 people of color didn’t vote, they only

opportunities while also providing an educational

made up 33% of the total vote.

curriculum not available at the underfunded public

In North Carolina, like many areas of the country, electoral

schools. RAZE also helps young people of color run for
school boards and city councils.

outcomes hinge on turnout, and the way governments
respond to people’s needs is largely dependent on citizen

Emilie Lopez was one of eleven 2020 RAZE Leaders

engagement. So Wallace and Mills founded the New

graduates actively involved with RAZE’s 2021

Rural Project to help more voters get involved in future

campaigns to build power. After completing the

elections. Through their research, they found many people

program, they created and led RAZE’s campaign to

don’t believe their vote will make a difference.

stop violence against Indigenous women and to call

The New Rural Project is building trust with marginalized

attention to the high numbers of missing and murdered
Indigenous women. As a Native American and citizen of
the Pima Tribe, Emilie has a personal connection to this
issue. They’ve also been a leader in voter registration in
their community, Gila River Indian Reservation, as well
as LGBTQ advocacy. They’re on track to be a RAZE
field director in 2022, an incredible professional and
leadership opportunity for an 18-year-old.
These year-round campaigns and leadership
development opportunities are creating progressive
social movements with the skills and relationships to
shift the political landscape.

voters by addressing their fundamental needs. For example,
the rural counties they work in have some of the lowest
COVID vaccination rates in the state, and it’s especially low
for residents who are Black, Indigenous, and Hispanic.
The New Rural Project partners with regional medical
providers and other community-focused organizations to
organize pop-up healthcare events that make it easy to
get the COVID vaccine from a trusted source in their own
neighborhood. Utilizing the relationships and volunteer
networks from the vaccine clinics, New Rural Project also
registers voters and gets potential voters more involved
with civic issues. In the 2022 elections, thanks to this
ongoing community organizing, more people will be ready
to vote and shape their community.

GRANTEE SPOTLIGHT:
Pennsylvania United

GRANTEE SPOTLIGHT:
Wisconsin Public
Education Network

TRANSFORMING LOCAL GOVERNMENT
After mobilizing Western Pennsylvania voters to beat
Trump in 2020, Pennsylvania United had momentum. They

HELPING RURAL SCHOOLS TO THRIVE

turned to electing progressives to local government. By

School districts in Wisconsin faced right-wing attacks,

electing local leaders to the city council, mayor, board

and over 16 recall attempts focused on manipulating and

of supervisors, and school boards, Pennsylvania United

driving hysteria around issues like Critical Race Theory

is creating local governments that address local needs

and COVID vaccines. When regressive forces sought to

and include the community in decision-making. These

create anger over COVID protections and curriculum that

campaigns develop new leaders — progressive elected

acknowledges the history of racism, the Wisconsin Public

officials who will later run for state and federal office. The

Education Network (WPEN) responded by supporting

local races also create an every-year practice of building

communities and school districts across the state. The

infrastructure to run and win campaigns.

organizing worked, and public education champions

In 2021, Pennsylvania United recruited and supported 20

defeated every school board recall attempt. These

people to run for office. They offered a series of trainings,

victories include Mequon-Thiensville, where incumbents

financial support, and helped candidates run with the

won by over 15 points over a well-funded reactionary slate

backing of a vibrant social movement. With over 1000

of candidates.

dues-paying members, the group also organized a year-

WPEN is a non-partisan organization focused on positive

round canvass, phone bank, and text mobilization effort.

values-based messaging and the goal of creating thriving

The Pennsylvania United candidates garnered 70,000

public schools that provide safe, welcoming environments

votes, despite the energized Republican base and a

for all. Through years of organizing, WPEN has established

national shift towards Republicans, and 14 of the 20

grassroots teams in almost every school district in the

Pennsylvania United candidates won. The Centre Daily

state. These influential local leaders hold budget briefings,

Times described the progressive victories as a “Political

train community members, and advocate for better

Earthquake.” Pennsylvania United is shaking up the political

education.

establishment while laying a strong foundation for future

In 2021, WPEN convened experts to understand the

gains for working families.

narratives around Critical Race Theory and to unpack the
attacks on students’ freedom to learn accurate history.
They supported thoughtful vaccine and mask policies —
ones that would promote public health and garner public
support. They provided messaging toolkits to educators
and community members while helping the people most
directly impacted by educational policy advocate for their
community.

GRANTEE SPOTLIGHT:
Native Peoples Action
Community Fund
CONNECTING VOTING WITH
EVERYDAY ISSUES
There are 229 federally recognized tribes in Alaska, and

GRANTEE SPOTLIGHT:
Rural Power Coalition and
Advancing Equity and
Opportunity Collaborative

over 16% of the population are Alaska Natives. These
communities’ participation will help determine the future of
the state. Native Peoples Action Community Fund (NPACF)
teamed up with The Mobilization Center to build lasting
relationships with Alaska Native communities. The groups
reached out to Alaska Native peoples and held thousands
of long-form, deep-canvass phone discussions on climate
change, representation in government, hunting and fishing
rights, and youth engagement.

ORGANIZING FOR SUSTAINABLE
RURAL POWER
As energy providers, engines of economic development,
and pathways for community engagement, electric
cooperatives are critically important vehicles for building
progressive power, as well as sustainability and prosperity,
in rural America. Two RDI grantees — the Rural Power
Coalition (RPC) and Advancing Equity and Opportunity

NPACF helped people understand the connection between

Collaborative (AEOC) — are building and engaging a

these issues and civic engagement. They also identified

network of electric coop member-owners across multiple

barriers to voting as well as hesitations around participating

states to lead the transition to more equitable and

in elections and other important civic processes (including

sustainable energy and advocate for reinvestment in rural

Tribal Councils, Fish and Game Advisory Boards, and

communities.

Subsistence Boards). NPACF is using the outreach to build
momentum for voting and civic engagement. People
they organize are now registering to vote, making public
comments on policy, contacting rural legislators, and
advocating to protect Alaska Native people’s ways of life.

RPC consists of seven groups working across the country
to retire 300 fossil fuel power plants and provide clean
energy for 18 million households in rural areas. The Biden
Administration’s proposal to eliminate fossil fuels in the
power sector within 14 years includes transitioning twothirds of all electricity sold by electric cooperatives.
Building on the foundation laid by RPC, AEOC formed
specifically to work with Black, rural, and historically
neglected communities across eleven states in the South.
AEOC’s Democratizing Rural Electric Cooperatives Working
Group develops leaders, creates electric scorecards to
highlight disparities of specific rural coops, and provides
technical assistance and access to resources such as the
voter engagement database VAN.

2021
FINANCIALS
Photo: Wisconsin Farmers Union on location for a video about the threats to family farmers

HEARTLAND FUND

RURAL VICTORY FUND

REVENUE

REVENUE

Contributed funds

$7,402,989

EXPENSES
Grants & contributions

Contributed funds

$5,925,079

EXPENSES
$5,235,000*

Grants & contributions

$3,560,000*

Personnel & contractors

$659,963

Personnel & contractors

Other operating expenses

$475,396

Other operating expenses

$367,735

$131,295

Net assets beginning of period

$3,014,471

Net assets beginning of period

Net assets end of period

$4,047,101

Net assets end of period

$64,393

$2,064,246

*Grant money disbursed to groups January 1 - December 31,
2021, which differs from the total grants awarded in 2021

HEARTLAND FUND GRANTEES
NATIONAL

$1,775,000

ALASKA

NEBRASKA

NEW YORK

NORTH CAROLINA

OHIO		
$150,000

$150,000

$300,000

$175,000

$85,000

$100,000

$100,000

$100,000

Land Stewardship Project
Minnesota Voice
MISSOURI

Rural Oregon Project
$200,000

Center for Coalfield Justice
PA Stands Up Institute
Pittsburgh United
$150,000

Barbara Jordan Leadership Institute
East Texas Votes
Este Poder
PoliChic

$100,000

Missouri Organizing and Voter Engagement Collaborative (MOVE)
Missouri Rural Crisis Center

$50,000

Rural Utah Project
VIRGINIA

We the People Michigan
MINNESOTA

$50,000

UTAH		

Loud Light
Neighboring Movement
MICHIGAN

OREGON

TEXAS

$250,000

$150,000

Faith in Public Life OH
Freedom Righteous Organizing Collaborative
Ohio Student Association
RuralOrganizing.org

PENNSYLVANIA

Iowa Citizens for Community Improvement
Women, Food and Agriculture Network
KANSAS

$225,000

A Better Chance, A Better Community
Blueprint North Carolina
North Carolina Black Leadership and Organizing Collective
Poder NC Action

Faith in Indiana
Hoosier Action
IOWA		

$25,000

Young Women’s Christian Association

Grassroots Collaborative
People’s Lobby
INDIANA

$75,000

Rights and Democracy New Hampshire

Black Voters Matter Capacity Building Institute
CASA Georgia
Faith in Public Life Georgia
New Georgia Project
Pro Georgia
ILLINOIS

$50,000

NEW HAMPSHIRE

One Arizona
Rural Arizona Engagement (RAZE)
GEORGIA

$215,000

RegeNErate Nebraska

The Alaska Center
Alaska Progressive Donor Alliance
Alaska Public Interest Research Group
ARIZONA

MONTANA

Big Sky 55+
Montana Public Interest Research Group Education Fund
Montana Women Vote
Northern Plains Resource Council
Western Native Voice

Advancing Equity and Opportunity Collaborative
All Due Respect
Alliance for Youth Action
Black Male Voter Project
Family Farm Action Alliance
HEAL Food Alliance
Healthcare For America Now
Hometown Project
Institute for Local Self Reliance
Main Street Alliance
Manufactured Home Action
Midwest Strategy Project (ISAIAH)
One Fair Wage
People’s Action Institute
Reimagining Rural Assistance Network
Rural Power Coalition
RuralOrganizing.org
Small Business Majority
United for Respect
Vet Voice Foundation
VotER
Winning Jobs Narrative
Working America Education Fund

$250,000

Appalachian Voices
CASA Virginia
Virginia Organizing
Virginia Student Power Coalition
WEST VIRGINIA

$225,000

Black Voter Impact Initiative
Together West Virginia
West Virginia Can’t Wait
Work Money West Virginia
Young West Virginia Forward
WISCONSIN

$490,000

Pierce County GRO
Progress North Wisconsin
Voces de la Frontera
Wisconsin Citizen Action
Wisconsin Conservation Voices (WI Native Voice)
Wisconsin Farmers Union Foundation
Wisconsin Public Education Network
Wisconsin Rural Coalition (Land Stewardship Project)

RURAL VICTORY FUND GRANTEES
NATIONAL

$735,000

ALASKA

OHIO PROGRESSIVE COLLABORATIVE
PENNSYLVANIA
$350,000

Alaska Native People’s Action
Alaskans for Better Government
The Mobilization Center
ARIZONA

$175,000

$50,000

Faith in Public Life Georgia
MICHIGAN

$150,000

America Votes Michigan
Michigan United
Progress Michigan
We the People Michigan
MINNESOTA

$245,000

$25,000

$800,000
$150,000

CASA Pennsylvania
PA Stands Up
Pennsylvania United
TEXAS

Chispa
One Arizona
Rural Arizona Action (RAZA)
GEORGIA

OHIO		
Faith in Public Life Ohio
Innovation Ohio
Ohio Progressive Collaborative
Red Wine and Blue Ohio
RuralOrganizing.org

1000 Women Strong
America Votes - for Wisconsin and Michigan
Black Male Voter Project
Family Farm Action
Galvanize USA
People’s Action
Rural Urban Bridge Initiative
RuralOrganizing.org
Winning Jobs Narrative (New Economy Fund)
Working America

$280,000

Deeds Action Fund
Hispanic Proactive Coalition
LUPE Votes
Mano Amiga
Texas Freedom Network
WEST VIRGINIA

$50,000

West Virginia Can’t Wait
Work Money West Virginia
WISCONSIN

$225,000

America Votes Wisconsin
Pierce County GRO
Progress North Wisconsin
Voces de la Frontera Action
Wisconsin Farmers Union
Wisconsin Rural Coalition (Land Stewardship Action Fund)

Land Stewardship Action Fund
NEW HAMPSHIRE

$75,000

Amplify NH
NORTH CAROLINA

$300,000

Advance Carolina
Down Home North Carolina
New Rural Project
North Carolina Asian Americans Together in Action
Poder NC Action
Siembra

This report describes activities conducted by both the Heartland Fund and the Rural Victory Fund; no funds from the Heartland Fund
have been used to conduct any political activity or intervene in any election.

